Introduction
Over the past decades, extensive research has gone into the development of micro-total analysis systems (µ-TAS) in genetic analysis and diagnostics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Microfluidics offer a large number of advantages for rapidly analyzing samples because several steps commonly performed in different benchtop instruments can be integrated into a single microfluidic device -commonly called labon-a-chip devices 7 . The entire sample processing often encompasses (1) sample collection and treatment to release the target of interest (e.g., bacteria, DNA, proteins, cell), (2) amplification of the target and (3) detection and interpretation of this amplification product to get the result of the assay. Many of these benchtop processes have been independently demonstrated on microfluidic chips [8] [9] [10] [11] . When performed in a conventional laboratory, these steps require trained technicians to transfer the samples to the instruments performing each of the different steps and are frequently performed in batches that lead to a long turnaround time. Additionally, current benchtop analytical processes are often long, and contamination can occur because samples are transferred from one tube to another between steps. Some efforts have been made to try to automate the bentchop processes 12 , but microfluidic devices may offer a greater possibility of faster sub-assay times and automated integration of multiple processes. However, realizing this vision of integrating multiple steps has been challenging, especially when it comes to integrating the sample preparation 13, 14 .
Demonstrations of integrated microfluidic analysis systems have varied widely in terms of the target and in the analytical detection method (e.g., qPCR, electrophoresis, colorimetric, etc). [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Some genetic assays currently require an electrophoretic separation as the assay output. One such assay requiring electrophoretic separation is forensic short-tandem repeat (STR) analysis for human identification. 25 This assay is particularly challenging for integrated microfluidics as it has very stringent requirements and requires at least three analytical steps: (1) DNA preparation from the sample, (2) DNA amplification, and (3) DNA separation with multicolour fluorescence detection. 26 Often, the reagents used for one of these steps is incompatible or detrimental to downstream processes which further increases the complexity of the microfluidic architecture in order to isolate any incompatible reagents 27 .
The first demonstration of a sample-in-answer-out microfluidic chip for genetic analysis by
Easley et al. 27 detected B. anthracis from blood by solid phase extraction, PCR, and electrophoretic separation. However, several limitations of this system, such as single-color detection and separation resolution, make it non-applicable for STR analysis. Liu et al. 28 expanded on this work to demonstrate an integrated microchip for STR analysis. While the level of assay integration is significant, the complex microchip is manufactured from glass and requires pre-treatment of the channel (e.g., polymer coating the separation channel), which make this approach prohibitively expensive for widespread use.
Other systems have been demonstrated in recent years, each with advantages and limitations.
Two groups working toward point-of-collection STR analysis demonstrated end-to-end analysis, but with the electrophoretic separation performed either on a separate separation microchip, or a capillary 29, 30 . This arrangement results in multiple consumable components and begins to move away from the goal of developing true µTAS systems. Another demonstration of an integrated chip required a relatively large footprint (296 mm x 166 mm) with the device being a multicomponent structure connected together 31 . The result is a bulky consumable that requires complex and expensive manufacturing. While each of these systems represents a significant advance for STR analysis, taken together, their limitations demonstrate the challenge of creating a compact, low-cost, fully integrated disposable microchip for this type of assay.
Here, we report on the development of an integrated microfluidic chip for "sample in-answerout" human identification that is a single injection-molded piece approximately the size of a 96
well plate with simple, low-cost fabrication. The compact size of the device is achieved by a direct DNA extraction without any washing steps by using the protease from Bacillus sp. Erebus Antarctica 1 (EA1) 32, 33 , a small PCR chamber heated by an IR laser 34 and a 7 cm microchannel capillary for DNA separation permitted by the use of a proprietary polymer. Moreover, the microfluidic chip is completely contained: no liquids leave the microchip during the assay and the instrument is not touched by liquid so contamination risks are minimized. The extracted DNA and amplified products are easily recoverable for conventional post-assay analysis if desired. The total assay time is reduced to almost 2 hours compared to the conventional processes in a forensic laboratory of up to 10 hours.
The instrument associated with the microfluidic chip contains the associated hardware to perform fluid flow control and each of the molecular assays that occur within the microchip. The chip contains no active, functional features. In this paper, we report the development and demonstration of each sub-assay inside the microfluidic chip (Liquid Extraction (LE), Powerplex ® 18 Fast System PCR and Microchip Electrophoresis (ME)) as well as the integration of two of the sub-assays together (for buccal swabs and FTA paper DNA inputs) to finally achieve the full integration of the process. The full functionality of the integrated microchip and instrument is demonstrated showing for the first time that a low cost and manufacturablecomplete micro-total analysis system is able to generate a full genetic profile in about two hours. Other instrument modules include: heating modules for liquid extraction and electrophoretic separation, detection laser and CCD assembly module, power and controller modules, IR laser modules to perform the IR laser mediated PCR, and high voltage modules to perform the electrophoretic separation. Each of these is designed to meet the specifications determined by either the microfluidic fluid flow or the molecular biological assays. Data analysis of the STR profiles is described in supplementary information.
Microfluidic chip design
Previous work has shown that PCR and separation can be integrated for forensic STR analysis on a plastic microfluidic chip with the dimensions of a 96-well plate 35 . The plastic microfluidic chip demonstrated here provides the fully integrated process of DNA liquid extraction, aliquoting a volume of the DNA extract, mixing with PCR reagents, PCR and electrophoretic separation with embedded electrodes -all within a completely enclosed disposable chip. Two critical dimensions from prior work 35 , the PCR chamber volume and effective separation length, were carried over to this design. The additional assay processes as well as reagent metering and mixing significantly increase the complexity of the microfluidic chip design. Therefore, the injection molded chip has features on both sides (top and bottom), creating two layers to achieve this additional functionality while retaining a minimal footprint. These two layers are a fluidic layer, containing many reagent storage reservoirs and transport channels, and an analytical layer, containing the PCR chamber and separation channel. The analytical layer also contains some transport channels by necessity of design. The design allows a simple manufacturing process capable of high volume production. This is described in more detail in the supplementary information (S.1 microfluidic chip fabrication). Four sample collectors were attached to this disposable consumable (Fig. 1b) and inserted in to the CIM (Fig. 1b) . The instrument door is closed locking the chip inside and a main piston brings the CIM down in to contact with the chip. 
Microfluidic chip loading
The reagent reservoirs are filled by pipetting into the filling port of each reservoir (see the red box in 
Process optimization
For each of the sub-assays (LE, PCR and ME), fluidic movement from one step to the next and sub-integration of LE-PCR and PCR-ME were tested to verify and optimize functionality.
Fluidic movement tests were initially evaluated based on colorimetric results such as mixing and then verified with the assay result. For these sub-assay and sub-integration tests, only a portion of the microchip is loaded -the optimization approach here refers to the chip loading step numbers above.
For DNA extraction tests, only chip loading step (1) was introduced into the chip. This assay modifies the published protocol 32 by reducing the enzyme activation time at 75 °C and deactivation time at 95 °C to 2 minutes each, the extraction is reduced to these unique two steps Sample collection details can be found in supplementary information. Different sample sizes of FTA were tested for the optimization step (25 mm², 50 mm², 75 mm², 100 mm² and 125 mm² out of 490 mm² for the entire FTA mini card circle). Four repeats were performed. These pieces were introduced into the 1 mL syringe attached to the chip and pushed toward the lower part (to be in contact with the LE heater).
For LE-PCR, (1) and (2) were loaded. PCR test chips filling is based on the PCR mix described for PCR-ME with an appropriate volume of DNA (extracted from benchtop extraction)
corresponding to the aliquot portion within the mix. To verify the PCR-ME process, the same PCR mix was introduced into the PCR chamber. Reagents (3) and (4) are filled the same way than previously described. PCR and ME protocols are described in supplementary information.
In the system described here, the polymer is pneumatically loaded in to the microchannel by the instrument. As the polymer is loaded through the separation channel on the bottom layer of the chip and comes up through the vias, the liquid contacts the electrodes almost immediately upon entering the buffer and sample waste reservoirs resulting in connectivity between the electrodes.
Additional polymer is pushed into these reservoirs to provide buffering capacity for electrophoresis. This optimization was done by observing initial connectivity over several chips and applying an additional time for polymer loading beyond this.
To assist with fluidic movement to the sample reservoir, the current between the sample electrode and the buffer electrode was monitored. As the sample electrode is located in the second half of the sample reservoir from where the sample enters, an increase in current between the sample and buffer electrodes provides an indicator for fluid flow. This is used as an active feedback sensor in the instrument control software for fluid flow to this reservoir. When adequate sample enters the sample reservoir and the increase in current is detected between the electrodes, the software stops the fluidic movement. When an inadequate volume of fluid is in the sample reservoir and there is no change in current, an additional fluidic movement is prompted by the software.
Results

Extraction optimization
The microfluidic chip contains the extraction reagents which become fluidically connected to the sample acceptor when the pneumatic module pushes the ZyGEM reagent from one port into the sample collector as shown in Fig. 2a (blue dyed reagents into the collector for all four channels).
The instrument door and the CIM contain contact heaters (red in Fig 2a) that clamp the sample collector to raise the sample to the ZyGEM enzyme activation and denaturation temperatures (in this picture, the door is open so that chip and sample collectors can be seen). As shown in the image, the ZyGEM reagent covers approximately two-thirds of the swab so that an additional benchtop extraction can be performed after microchip analysis if desired. Following the LE, the solution is drawn back into the ZyGEM reservoir.
DNA was extracted from two different sources -a brush buccal swab and FTA paper. The extraction protocol was first optimized for a buccal swab. Initial extractions pumped the liquid extraction reagents into the sample acceptor, heated the solution to the target activation and denaturation temperatures, and drew the solution out of the sample acceptor. This "Simple Flow"
protocol resulted in an average DNA yield of 2.5 ng/µl (Fig. 2b) , which is below the yield that will produce full STR profiles in microchip PCR amplifications. Longer extraction times were tested but did not increase the yield (Fig. S.2 ).
Mixing after the denaturation step was tested to determine if a higher DNA yield will be obtained when extract is pumped in and out of the sample acceptor. Doing so increased the yield by fivefold and the yield was flow rate dependent with slower mixing (~3.5 µl/sec) yielding 6.0 ng/µl and faster mixing (approximately 15 µl/sec in and 30 µl/sec out) yielding 9.0 ng/µl. In the final protocol, the syringe compression rate was set to 50 µl/sec which yielded a fluid flow rate of approximately 20 µl/sec. The difference in syringe rate and fluid flow rate is due to compressibility of air and air flow restrictions in the instrument between the syringe and the chip.
The fluid flow rate is the critical factor and therefore is the factor that is the primary interest for development. the FTA paper was found to be lower than the buccal swabs for some of the data points (Fig. 2c) .
However inhibition in the qPCR assay was observed for some of these samples, which may have resulted in this reduction. Moreover, the sample recovery and sample collection process difference can lead to variability in the results. The graph also shows that the DNA yield from the FTA paper can be as high as that obtained by buccal swabs (for example points around 10 µL/ng) when only 100mm² of the FTA paper is put into the system compared to a buccal swab.
More importantly, despite the difference in DNA yield, all samples from both the FTA paper and buccal swabs samples gave full profiles using the PowerPlex ® 18 Fast System on a conventional PCR system (See representative full profiles in Fig. S.3a and b) . Analysis of these full profiles
shows that the PCR quality from both methods is comparable. Assuming that the height of each peak reflects the number of copies of the microsatellite present in the DNA (i.e. DNA concentration for PCR), Fig. S.3c and S.3d show that the DNA concentration used for PCR from both methods were comparable since the peak heights fall within the same range for all the samples. The Powerplex 18 PCR did not appear to suffer the inhibition seen in some qPCR results. Moreover, the peak height ratio is greater than 50% for almost all of the samples ( Fig. S.3e) although buccal swabs peak height values are a little lower for some of the samples. The LE extracts from both sample types were able to provide extracted DNA samples yielding balanced multiplexed PCR for human identification and 100% full profiles.
PCR and LE-PCR optimization
Microchip PCR has been previously demonstrated on a simpler microchip that required the preparation of ZyGEM DNA and mixing of reagents outside the chip 35 . Therefore the first step to achieve LE-PCR is to demonstrate that a DNA aliquot, with the target yield, can be microfluidically mixed with PCR reagents and flowed in to the PCR chamber. An aliquot is taken by drawing the extract from the ZyGEM reservoir toward the hydrophobic membrane as
shown by the red arrows in Fig. 3a . The aliquot volume is defined by the microchannel dimensions between the hydrophobic membrane port (blue dot formed by the liquid stopped at the membrane) and the active valve (oval with two vias in the middle). The active valve is then actuated after the aliquot is taken. To prevent PCR reagents being drawn toward the hydrophobic membrane, surface tension valves are placed on either side of the PCR reservoirs.
The aliquot is then pushed off the hydrophobic membrane toward the PCR reagent mixing chamber through the PCR reagents chambers (Fig. 3b) . The DNA aliquot begins mixing with the PCR reagents during the movement to the mixing chamber. The mixing chamber spans the depth of the injection molded piece (1.5 mm) so it can be connected to both layers: the reagents enter the mixing chamber on the bottom layer and a vent line on the top layer on the opposite side of the chamber allows air to vent. Air is pushed into the chamber after the PCR reagents and DNA sample and bubbles through the liquid to the top of the chamber and vents out of the microchip through a pneumatic port. Colorimetric tests indicate good mixing within this chamber (Fig. 3b) .
During the fluidic movement to the mixing chamber, the active valve downstream of the PCR chamber was closed. This valve is then allowed to open and PCR mix is pushed from the mixing chamber to the PCR chamber (Fig. 3c) . The channel exiting the mixing chamber toward the PCR chamber is on the bottom layer to reduce the probability of bubbles being pushed in to this channel. Once the PCR chamber is filled, the active valve downstream of the PCR chamber is closed. The PCR chamber is then pressurized to 5 PSI against the active valve to prevent bubble formation and liquid movement during PCR.
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In preliminary studies, the impact of DNA mass in the PCR chamber on PCR peak heights was investigated. It was found that when DNA mass falls below 1.2 ng in the PCR chamber, peak heights begin to decrease below the target threshold of 1000 RFU on a conventional CE instrument. With an average DNA yield of 9.0 ng/µl, and a lower standard deviation bound of 6 ng/µl, the aliquot microchannel volume was designed to hold 4 µl. This volume provides an average DNA mass of 2.4 ng with a lower standard deviation of 1.6 ng.
The microfluidic movement and mixing efficiency during LE-PCR were verified by comparing integrated results with a microchip amplification where the DNA extraction and reagent mixing steps were performed off-chip. Fig. 3d and 3e show LE-PCR from a buccal swab and FTA paper, respectively. Each method produced a full profile (18-loci) with similar peak balances and similar peak heights (with variations due to sample to sample variation, amount of unreacted master mix pulled from the chip with the sample…) to each other and to profiles obtained with PCR on chip (off-chip mixing). These LE-PCR tests demonstrated that the microchip fluidic control is capable of generating sufficient DNA, drawing an aliquot of the extracted DNA, mixing with the PCR reagents, and filling the PCR chamber without bubbles.
Automated Alignment
The separation channels have a width of 50 µm and therefore the detection sensitivity is expected to have a low tolerance to variations in chip-to-chip alignment. represent this allowable deviation. While the Z-axis conforms to this threshold for three out of four channels, the Y-axis is well above maximum allowable deviation. Therefore, an automated alignment method for every chip is required to detect the fluorescent DNA. To achieve this, a high wavelength dye, outside of the dye spectrum used for the DNA, was added to the separation buffer. This dye is excited and collected by the same laser induced fluorescence system as for the STR DNA fragments. The optics system rasters the focusing and collecting lenses in the Y-axis with step changes in the Z-axis (focusing axis) between lateral scans. The high wavelength dye signal is maximized to find the separation channel. Fig. 4b shows a representative trace of the high wavelength dye signal during the alignment procedure with the fitting curve to identify to optimal alignment point.
ME and PCR-ME Optimization
Prior to ME, the polymer reservoirs are pressurized to 30 PSI (see Fig. 5a for the air movement with the red arrows) to push the polymer through the separation channels to each of the buffer, sample and sample waste electrodes. This loading pressure was applied for 30 minutes in addition to connectivity time to allow excess polymer to provide buffing capacity the buffer and sample waste electrodes for stable electrophoresis current during the entire separation. This polymer loading step was performed during the PCR in the PCR-ME and the full integrated runs. ME in a plastic microchip were demonstrated on a simpler device were the polymer was loaded manually 35 . To verify that ME performed similarly to that previous simpler design, an allelic ladder was separated after fluid flow from separation reservoir. Voltages were adjusted to keep similar field strength to those used in the previous study. In order to validate the ME, the allelic ladder and separation reagents were mixed and introduced directly into the sample reservoir. The ME is able to resolve all of the peaks in the ladder to generate a binning matrix (Fig 5b) . TH01 9.3 and 10 are resolved that demonstrate that the system is able to discriminate the single base pair required by the forensic community for that multiplex kit (Fig. 5b left bottom corner) .
Integration of the PCR and ME was tested to verify mixing of the PCR product with the separation reagents. Following PCR thermocycling pressurized PCR chamber is purged slowly and the active valves are opened. Separation buffer is pushed through the PCR chamber into the separation sample reservoir with current assist as described in Section 2.4. The arrows in Fig. 5c show the fluidic movement. At this point, the stage is heated to the separation temperature for ME. Fig. 5d shows a typical integrated PCR-ME test for the 18-plex PCR amplification. Both the PCR products and ILS ladder are detected verifying sufficient mixing of the two liquids and good injection, separation and detection of all fragments, the good mixing shown here was consistent with colorimetric tests. The allele calls in the profiles were compared with the conventional analysis performed for the same donor to verify correct allele calling (always found to be concordant).
Integrated LE-PCR-ME
Following the successful demonstration of LE-PCR and PCR-ME partial integration, microchip LE-PCR-ME is tested. Buccal swabs were loaded into the sample acceptors and attached to a chip loaded into the instrument. The complete full end-to-end integrated process is then run on the device leading to a genetic profile analyzed by GeneMarker™ and compared with the conventional reference profiles for concordance.
LE-PCR-ME analyses of buccal swabs are shown in Fig. 6 . Three different donors were tested for this preliminary demonstration of the fully integrated microfluidic chip for "sample in-answer out" human identification (Fig.6 a-c) . The profiles show each of the 18 loci were successfully amplified and separated with the internal lane standard. The alleles from the sample were analyzed using GeneMarker™ to call the allele numbers using a binning palette created from an allelic ladder separation run on the system under the same condition. The allele calling was compared against the conventional method and found to be 100% correct for each of the sample. 
Discussion
The advantages of a fully integrated µTAS for forensic STR analysis are clear: (i) a fully enclosed microfluidic system reduces the opportunity for contamination from conventional liquid transfer steps, (ii) a simple work flow allows less experienced users to perform the analysis at the point of sample collection, and (iii) the analysis time is reduced substantially compared with the current process. While the sample-to-answer analytical time is reduced, the greater impact of these systems may be the time-savings of eliminating the need to send the samples to a central laboratory for testing.
Other integrated DNA systems have been previously reported 28, 29, 31 , it is important to note several critical features that distinguish the system described here. First, the main component of the microchip is a single injection molded piece of Cyclo Olefin Polymer (COP). This significantly reduces the cost of a fabrication compared with devices made from glass 28 or from multiple components 29, 30 . The final microchip assembly processes of sputtering electrodes, solvent bonding and lamination of the capping layers on to the flat chip are well-established and can be easily scaled to larger batches of microchips. This straightforward fabrication process, along with no requirement for microchip surface pretreatment, enables a simple and low-cost fabrication process.
Second, this microchip has the footprint roughly the size of a 96-well plate and is capable of analyzing four samples. This is a stark contrast to other reports for assays that achieve high resolution separation by using a much larger microchip, or that require an interface to a capillary for the separation. The reduced size is enabled by two different technologies First, the unique hydrophobically-modified polyacrylamide polymer enable the high resolution DNA separation to be achieved in an effective length of 7 cm compared with other reports for similar assays with lengths of 22.5 cm in a plastic substrate 31 , 14 cm in a glass substrate 28 , or in a one the shelf capillary 29 . Second, the ZyGEM enzyme preparation method allows footprint compression through reduction in the number of reagents, fewer fluidic transport channels, and no reservoir for liquid waste (e.g., adsorption and wash buffers for solid phase extraction).
The microchip design also allows easy recovery of both the amplified product and the extracted DNA if additional post-assay processing if desired. The ZyGEM extraction method leaves the excess DNA in an easily recoverable solution rather than in a waste reservoir. The Luer lock connector design allows different DNA sources to be input in to the system for analysis increasing the flexibility of the design for different assays. While this study focused of forensic applications, the DNA preparation -PCR amplification -electrophoretic separation process is used in other diagnostics including, clinical, environmental and food testing.
Conclusions
A fully integrated sample-in-answer-out microchip for human identification base on STR analysis was demonstrated. A combination of enzymatic DNA preparation, microliter PCR, and a unique separation polymer enabled a compact footprint, plastic microchip substrate, and eliminated all surface pretreatment. The enzymatic DNA preparation with appropriate microfluidic movements lead to full genetic profiles from buccal brush swabs and buccal cells on FTA paper that show the system can be used for at least two different DNA inputs. An aliquot of this DNA sample allowed an 18-plex STR amplification that provides similar profiles to the conventional method. The PCR product was separated in an effective length of 7 cm using a polymer that is demonstrated to resolve each of the peaks of the allelic ladder and achieved concordant and accurate allele calling for three different individuals. This proof-of-concept micro-total analysis system is a critical step towards achieving a low cost microchip for a pointof-collection human identification system.
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Microfluidic chip fabrication
The microfluidic chips were fabricated by MiniFAB Pty Ltd (Scoresby, Australia). The chip was injection molded out of Zeonor 1420R (Zeon Chemicals, Louisville, KY, USA) with microfluidic features on both molding inserts (Fig. S.1a and S.1b) . ZEONOR® is a Cyclo Olefin Polymer (COP) that have become widely used in the microfluidic device designs due to biocompatibility and optical properties.
1
The microfeatures on both molding inserts create a single injection molded piece with microfluidic features on two layers that can complete all aspects of the assay. A 100 µm film of the same material was solvent bonded to the bottom side of the microchips (Fig. S.1c) . The bottom side of the chip contains the separation channel, PCR chamber and several fluidic transport channels (Fig.S.1d ). Next, gold is sputtered from the top side to create the electrodes for electrophoretic separation. Electrodes were sputtered to a thickness of approximately 100 nm.
The pneumatic interface region is layered with a double-sided adhesive, AR90445 (Adhesives Research, Glen Rock, PA, USA), with laser cut holes that aligned to the ports in the molded microfluidic chip. Hydrophobic membrane (PTFE, 0.2 micron, SterliTech, Kent, WA, USA), was then placed over the adhesive to form the pneumatic interface region (Fig. S.1e) .
A top laminate was an aluminum-acrylic laminate composite and was laser cut to the dimensions of the chip and with several critical features. Two perforated lines were created that align both sides of the pneumatic interface region (Fig. 1c) . This allowed the top film to be laminated as a single piece yet allowing an easy peel action just prior to reveal the protected hydrophobic membrane (from debris, scratch etc). Cutouts in this layer were created for the detection zone and around the sample waste electrode. A track outlining the sample reservoir was also created to further isolate that electrode as the acrylate layer may not provide a perfect insulating boundary and in some cases allow resistance on the order of the separation channel (1-10 MΩ) causing current leakage. These cutouts and tracks around the electrodes served to reduce this possible failure mode. Polyimide tape (McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, IL, USA) was placed over these cutouts and tracks to ensure that liquid was contained within the microchip. A cap was placed over the luer connectors until the chip was used to prevent contamination or debris from entering this feature. This assembled chip was then ready for reagent loading (Fig. S.1f) . 
Sample collection.
Buccal cells were collected after a 30 seconds mouth rinsing in both cases, by turning the buccal brush swabs against the cheek for 30 seconds and using a DNA collector for FTA ™ (sterile foamtipped applicator, Puritan Medical Products Company LLC, Guilford, ME, USA) after putting it against the tongue for 30 seconds to moisturize it and scrub each of the cheeks with each of the side of the collector. The buccal swab was directly put into the swab acceptor attached to the chip. The DNA collector was applied onto one circle of the FTA mini card to get the maximum of cells.
Analytical processes inside the microfluidic chip.
Microchip PCR is accomplished by IR-heating and non-contact temperature sensing as described The actuators were then moved set distances in the X-and Z-directions. The signal was calculated from the difference in pixel intensity of when the fluorescein was present in the
